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 Story : Yennai Arindhaal is the remake of the director’s own Telugu film Pokkiri (2014). Yennai Arindhaal is a 2015 Indian
Kannada Action Thriller film, which is directed by A R Murugadoss and produced by Srinu Vaitla and V. Ravichandar. The

movie is starring his son Varun Tej in lead role with Anushka Shetty, Abhijeet, R. Sarathkumar, Shafi and Yashika Aannavar in
pivotal roles. Anushka is making her entry into Kannada Cinema, after 5 years. Varun who is working as a painter is also

making his debut in Kannada cinema. It’s A Kannada movie, So, we cannot expect everyone to understand the language. But,
there is nothing wrong in watching it. Yennai Arindhaal is a Kannada Action Thriller film. Yennai Arindhaal is coming soon to
theaters and we need to download the Movie in 1080p and 720p HD for Free. The film has been produced by Srinu Vaitla and

V. Ravichandar. The film has been directed by A R Murugadoss. The film is the remake of the director’s own Telugu film
Pokkiri (2014). The movie is about a young man, who has committed a crime and is looking for a way out of it. In the process,
he tries to make a deal with a mysterious person to get some money and a brief of how to escape. The mystery person accepts
his challenge and sends a middle man to talk to him. The middle man sends a set of instructions and the young man leaves the
place where he has committed the crime, to follow the set of instructions and escape. After following the instructions, he is
arrested and he tries to find out the secret behind all this. Release Date : The film has been released on 12 September 2015.

Why Yennai Arindhaal is the Best 1. Directed by A R Murugadoss Yennai Arindhaal is the director’s second Kannada film. His
first film was the Telugu film Pokkiri (2014). Before making Yennai Arindhaal, the director was known for his specializations

in making action films. With the K 82157476af
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